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attendee statistics

- number of attendees: 160 (as of Dec 6)
- main conference: 138  workshops: 81
- country breakdown
  - jp: 45  us: 40  kr: 21  cn: 10
  - be: 1  cz: 1  in: 1  pk: 1  pt: 1  sg: 1  th: 1
Notes for attendees

• No food and No drink in the main hall
• (Most) Papers are online
  • still working on minor issues for the proceedings
• Speakers should contact Session Chair prior to their session
• Student volunteers with yellow armbands
Network at the venue

• WiFi access
  • Authentication: WPA2/PSK + Web Auth
  • see the conference info booklet

• 2 networks provided under “UTnet-wireless”
  • 802.11g: global IPv4 + IPv6
  • 802.11a: NATed IPv4 over wireless mesh

• your exercise: how to select and use them
connectivity
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PC Chairs’ Message
SIGCOMM Rising Star Award

the annual award for recognizing a young researcher who has made outstanding research contributions to networking research
Rising Star Award 2011

Sylvia Ratnasamy
(UC Berkeley)

The award to Sylvia Ratnasamy is in recognition of outstanding research contributions, early in her career, in content addressable networks, peer-to-peer and overlay networks, and the realization of practical software routers.
Thanks!

I’m delighted to receive the SIGCOMM Rising Star award. This recognition from our community means a great deal!

I would have loved to be there in person to receive the award (and visit Tokyo!) but I have a new boss who keeps me on a short leash.

As we all know, it “takes a village” to do research so I’d like to thank the many students and colleagues that I’ve collaborated with over the years. I’d also like to thank the folks at ICSI and UC Berkeley (Mark Handley, Steve McCanne, Ion Stoica, Paul Francis) who first taught me how to do research, with a special thanks to Scott Shenker who -- first as advisor and now as colleague -- continues to show me how much fun doing research can be.

Thanks again and I look forward to many more years of being a part of our SIGCOMM community! -- Sylvia
keynote talk

Death, taxes, advertising, and tracking
Paul Francis  (MPI-SWS)